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“The Continuing Chronicles of Samira Weinstein”

Samira Weinstein, 19, Is a thespian and musician currently based in Albany, NY. They are

working toward a Bachelor's degree in Theater and furthermore plan to pursue a Master’s

degree in Music Education, to hone their craft. They’ve been performing live music in a variety

of bands since age 13, being trained in classical and in Jazz; they’ve also participated in school

and community theater, and aspire to run their own performance space.

They are quoted saying, “I would like for my passions to be my career. I have always

seen art as holding up a mirror to society, and I use my art to comment on and critique the

socio-political issues of the day and to bring catharsis to the people who experience my art. I

sincerely love bringing people joy with all the effort I put into my art”, forming a symbiotic

relationship with the audience.”

Being inspired by the art teachers they’ve had over the years had furthered their

creativity and boosted their confidence, and Samira ntend to offer youth the same

encouragement and guidance toward their passions, in a safe and welcoming environment as

their teachers always did for Samira.

Them being a poet, a playwright, and musical composer, it seems only appropriate to

say, “the rest and the best is yet to be written”!



When in the course of human events it becomes nessecaryv for shhit to go down, you

can talk to J diddy and my main boy, G washington to start a revolution up in these here

colonies. Resprectly, King George, you can suck my metaphysical dick. I’m white and privileged

and  I happen to own a fuckton of slaves, but you won't hear that from my wife  ha ha ha ha, nah

bro but for realsies you can't keep treating the colonies with all your royal bullshit, pun intended.

You’re very annoying and you don’t know it, but you have an std that is making you paranoid

and stupid at the same time, and also your great great granddaughter is going to put brexit into

order, so you’ve got that goung for you. Also Gandhi and a couple of other things are going to

happen, that will weaken your control over the word. So I think you should just quit while you're

ahead, and so do my other peeps from the 13 colonies. Ima hand my quill over to my main jock,

hancock, and have him sign, aight? Peace out, loser. (ha ha , you dork, you’ll never see this

coming. BYEEEE)


